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The possibilities of wake-wave acce~e~ation, pro
posed in the papers of Woss and Weiland " are wide
ly discussed at present(l,Z~ In the present work some 
aspects of excitation of wake waves in accelerating 
structures are considered. The 1atters allow to obtain 
higher transformation ratio 1<= - e;max / EimL" , 
where E:max is the maximum of the driving longitudi
nal electric field, E'i"'n is the minimum of the in
trabunch brake field. For simplicity, a waveguide with 
dielectric filling e is taken as an accelerating 
structure, which allows to obtain analytical expres
sions for the radiated fields, avoiding numerous com
putations in the case with diaphragmatic waveguides. 

During the movement of particles in such decele
rating structure, electromagnetic waves of electric 
type are emitted. For a particle with current I • 
.. etra O(;:c-.:e) o(:)-g)O(l.-lfat) ,the expression for 

E!. of radiated waves (Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation) 
has the form[SJ: 

E.,= -~ €N" 1¥"(.::r:,!d)%(:C'I:I)c"sw~t') t')0(l) 

{ 
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where (x , !::l ' c ) are the Cartes i an coordi na tes, t 
is the time, e is the electron charge, Vi!. is its ve
locity, r = t - ~/lfi!. is the time coordinate connected 
with the particle, An, 'Pn (X, !d) are the eigenva
lues and transverse functions of the waveguide, wn • 

-1.!iAn!JeJ3'-t' is the frequency of the n-th excited 
mode, Nn ;s the normalization factor. At arbitrary 
distribution of current I = Q.lh P1 (:1:, ~) Pa (r ) 

the expression for Ea can be obtained by integrating 
the (1) over all particles of the bunch: 

c 
Ee = - L.An (:X, 'd) S P2 ('t') cos "'n (r- t')d t" 

n -00 

where 

S 1s the waveguide cross section, Q is the total 
charge of the bunch. 

( 2) 

High transformation ratio can be attained in two 
cases: at the separation of the trajectories of the 
d riving and driven bunches - the transverse transform
ation ( KJ.. ), and at asynvnetry of the driving bunch 
distribution - the longitudinal transformation ( KII ). 
The well-known Voss-Weiland scheme C31with ring-shaped 
driving bunch gives only a transverse transformation 
with K of about 10-20. The optima 1 ra ti 0 of the 
longitudinal transformation, with acc~nt of the main 
excited mode on ly, reaches the value C J of K". 

= J1+(2J1'N)" , where N is the ratio of the bunch 
length to the radiated wave-length. At linear distri
bution of the driving bunch, t< \I = j[' N , and taking all 
excited modes into account, the optimal ratio becomes 
considerably larger than j['N • This naturally induced 

us to consider a scheme with simultaneous transverse
longitudinal (Tl) transformation. The total transform
ation ratio in this case, with account of the main ex
cited mode only, will be equal to K = K" • K.I. • 

A ring-shaped driving bunch with current-density 
linear growth over 1: , moving in a waveguide with 
circular cross section has been considered as an ex
ample with TL transformation: 

It can be shown that in a circular waveguide such a 
bunch can excite only synmetr1cal waves Ecm with field 
distribution outside the bunch: 

where 

Here 'Z., ~ 't '" ~~ < R ,and the trajectory of the 
driven bunch lies along the waveguide axis. By res
triction to the main excited mode for transformation 
ratio at T= 2:rtN/c:.L>o ,we shall obtain K = :rtN I 
/ Jo(An'Z.,) • 

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the transformation 
ratio on the number of the excited modes at different 
radii R of the waveguide. Here Ga- Z, = 2 "'", R - Z, = 
'" 10 1lIII, T:: 2'Jr/wo • One can see from the plot that 
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the account of a great number of excited modes improves 
appreciably the transformation ratio. 

Table 1 lists the values of the transformation ra
tio and the maxillllm values of accelerating field Eima)( 
for the transverse, longitudinal and TL transformations 
with account of the first twenty excited modes. 

Table 1 

+ 
I ('t,t') K Eemax/Q Notes 

(cm -2 ~ 

Transverse 
transfonll. 

Io 0 ('Z. -l:l.) 9 0.9 R • 5 cm 

Longitud. 2.t' 
transform. Io -=r5('t) 23 0.035 E .. 1.005 

TL 2t' 
transform. Io T 5('t-l: 1) 45 0.175 T "2~ /cu o 

It is evident from the Table that a considerable 
increase in K and in acceleration gradient really 
takes place at TL transformation. 

The dependence E ~ (t') in case of TL transfonna
tion (3), (4) is shown in Fig. 2, where t'<T corres
ponds to the brake field inside the bunch ( !. = 'tl. ) , 
~ ~ T to the accelerating field on the waveguide 

axis outside the bunch ( " = 0). The accelerating 
field peaks stand out clearly in the plot, the maxillllm 
accelerating gradient occurring near the driving bunch. 
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As is seen from (4), the amplitudes of the radi
ated fields depend on the frequency of excited modes. 
This leaas to the dependen~e of the transformation ra
tio on the ratio of the radiated wave-length to the 
bunch length. 

Fig. 3 presents the dependence of K on the 
bunch length T . The increase in K is due to the 
longitudinal transformation. Fig. 4 shows K as a 
function of the waveguide radius R . Here the increase 
in K is due to both the longitudinal (decrease in cun ) 
and the transverse transformations. 

In conclusion, we'd like to note that further 
progress in this direction is connected with the op
timization of the accelerating structure itself. 
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